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J. NOMl!NCWURE OF BRAZILIAN SPIRIT ISM
AND AN EVALUATION OF CHRISI'IAN DEF»JSES

BY
Donald L. Watson
Spiritism is one of the oldest cults in existence.

Practically

every major civilization has indulged in spiritistic practices.

Through

the centuries it vaxed and waned in popularity, but still it a.anaged to
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survive until this present day.

Estimates of the number of practicing

Spiritists are as high as half a million in the UnitedStates and more
than three •illion in Brazil.l

Good statistics are difficult to obtain

because of the stigma attached to one who claills to be a Spiritist.
The ancient history of Spiritism is both interesting and informative.

In the literature of the Egnrt.ians, Babylonians, Chinese and

Greeks there can be found positive evidences of epiritistic practices.2
Although t4e names of the deities change from civilization to civilization, there are similarities among these gods which cannot be ignored.
The Umbandan deity Ogum, the god of war for example, corresponds with:
Ares (Greek god), Marte (Roman god), Wodan or Odin (German god), Mitra
(Persian god), Krichma (Hindu god) and Morduc (Babylonian or Syrian
god) • .3 There can be no doubt as to the antiquity of this form of
religion.

One might say that Spiritism is as old as the oldest of

civilizations.
Through the centuries, there came a decline in spiritistic
practices especially in the Western World.

Modern Spiritism began in

the early leD0 1s with focal points both in Europe and America.

The

cruder forms of these practices were distasteful to Westerners, but
remained in prominence in Africa and Asia.

The European and American

forms of Spiritism were more attractive to the sophisticated mind of the
Westerner.
In le48 two sisters, Kate and Margaret Fox, of Hydeville, New

York, ushered in the modern fora of Spiritism.

By 1852, this movement

spread to &.gland. 4 A number of prominent people became interested in
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spiritistic seances.

Among thee weres

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (author

ot Sherlock Holmes stories), Horace Greeley, Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
James Fenimore Cooper, and William Cullen Bryant.5
In 1856 Leon Hippol;vte Denizart Rivail started his aove toward
prominence in the Spiritist movement.

He believed himself to be the

reincarnation of a Celtic poet by the name of Allan Kardec.

He

introduced the idea of reincarnation into Spiritin, but the AngloSaxon branch would not accept this, so there was a parting ot the ways,
creating the group of Latin Spiritists, called Kardecists.

It was this

second group which developed in Brazil and became an active force.6
To understand Brazilian Spiritism it is imperative that one know
something ot the Brazilian history.

The two are bound together by

hundreds of years of racial and spiritual mixing.
Spiritism, as it is found in Brazil today is a conglomerate.
There are four basic components that can be easily seen.

They are:

African fetishism, Amer-Indian animism, Kardecism, and Roman Catholicism.
The element of African infiuence had its origin as early as 1550
vhen African slaves were imported to Brazil from Angola and Mozambique.
The number ot Negro slaves imported to Bra-zil between 1550 and 1850 has
been estimated at close to nine million. 7 This large number of slaves
was to leave its mark physically and spiritually upon Brazil.
When two different civilizations coae together a phenomenon
called accommodation occurs.

Cultural complexities coming from one

civilization fight for survival by making reciprocal concessions. a
There are three distinguishing

Jll§l"kS

of a civilization which will seek
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to survive a new environment; they are language, religion and moral
customs.
In Brazil, the Portuguese colonists brought with them Catholicismand its saints.

The Africans brought their fetishes and black magic,

and the Indians contributed to the melting pot with their own deities.
To this was added the European ideas of Kardecism - resulting in a
distinctively Brazilian form of Spiritism.
The mechanics of this mixture is intriguing and merits a closer
look.

The Indians had their legends and their gods long before the

whites came to Brazil.

They worshipped animate and inanimate objects

such as animals, trees, rocks, and the sun.

When the Jesuits came they

forced the Indians to become converts to Roman Catholicism, substituting their deities with Catholic saints.

Then C811le the A.f'rican slaves

who held desperately to their deities, hoping someday that those deities
would help them return to their native soil.

The Jesuits exerted their

power over the slaves in the same way they had over the Indians and the
Africans too were "converted" to Christianity.

In reality, the slaves

had simply appelated their deities with the names of the Catholic
saints.

What was once called Aganju now was called Saint Michael, and

Yemanja was called the Virgin Mother, Mary.

The slaves used these

Christian names when the priests were near 1 but through the years they
convinced the priests that they would feel more comfortable using names
from. their native tongue to call upon the saints.

They were given

permission to do this and in reality, they returned to their old forms
of worship.

Today, either the Christian or the African names may be
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used to identify a certain deity.
In 1873 the Brazilian Federation of Spiritists was formed with
thousands of followers adopting the teachings of Allan Kardec. This
movement has continued to nourish through the years.
There are basically two forms of Spiritism found in Brazil today.
They are Kardecism and Macumba.

Kardecism is of European origin and is

practiced as a science-philosophy-religion. Macumba is the general
name given to the African-Indian form of Spiritism.
The following diagram will help to understand how these two
relate:
BRAZILIAN SPIRTriSM

Kmrdecism

Macumba
Umbanda
Quim.banda
Candomble

Kardecism or "Neo-Spiritism" can be summed up by its seven
principles:

1. Fatherhood of God
2. Brotherhood of man

3. Continuous existence

4. Communion of spirits and ministry of angels

5.

Personal responsibility

6. Compensation ana retribution hereafter for good or evil done
on earth
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7. Path of endless progression
The fatherhood of God and brotherhood of man are both selfexplanatory1 but continuous existence needs to be expanded s0111ewhat in
order to comprehend its implications. The essential doctrine of
Kardecism is that there is a continuousness in the life of man, an
eternal progression toward the perfection of human spirits.9 There are
different planes or levels of life, and one can progress from one plane
to the next as he perfects himself. Kardec thought that there were ten
different planes.

As the spirit ascends from one sphere to another his

interest in earthly matters diminishes and consequently he is more
difficult to reach through mediumistic practices.
concept of reincarnation into Spiritism.

Kardec brought the

He taught that there are both

organic and inorganic beings, and that all matter is formed from
variations of one primitive substance. The difference between the
organic and the inorganic is the union of the "principio vitae" (life
principle) with the organic which gives it life.

Death is the separa-

tion of these two elements, the cessation of the functioning of the
organs.
Kardec 'a spirit scale helps one understand his ideas.

He rates

spirits on a scale from one to ten. This scale is as follows:
Tenth degree spirits - These are imperfect spirits who preoccupy themselves more with the spiritual. They tend to be evil, ignorant and full
of pride and egotism.

They have an intuition about God, but do not

understand Him. When incarnate they tend toward depraved behavior.
Ninth degree spirits - These are the light hearted, foolish spirits.
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They are into everything like children.
Eighth degree spirits - These are the pseudo-wise spirits. They like
to try to make their mediums or hearers think they are higher up on the
scale than they really are.
Seventh degree spirits - These are the neutral spirits, neither good
nor bad.
Sixt"-h degree spirits -Noted for their knocking sounds, levitations,
wind vibrations, etc.
Fifth degree spirits - Benevolent spirits, they serve men and protect
them.

They have grown more in the area of morality than knowledge.

Fourth degree spirits - These spirits are identified by the amplitude
of their knowledge.

They are concerned more with science than with

morality.
Third degree spirits - They possess moral qualities of the most elevated
order.
Second degree spirits - Superior spirits; knowledge, wisdom and goodness
sre united in these spirits.

Usually they do not come to earth in

either the spirit or incarnate form. When they do, it is on a mission of
progress or as some sort of example for the human race.
First degree spirits - Pure spirits; they have no material influence
which affects them.

They designate the mission of the lesser spirits.

They are known sometimes as angels, archangels or seraphim.10
Kardecism then, is a science-philosophy-religion which propagates the idea of progressive reincarnation.

It teaches that all men

are indwelt by a spirit that is progressing laboriously up the spirit
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scale, and that incarnate spirits can communicate with errant spirits
through a medium.

Ka.rdec summarized his teachings with the phrase

"birth, lite, death, rebirth (reincarnation), and continual progress,
this is the law."ll
The category of Macumba has three subdivisions:
Quimbanda, and Candomble.

Umbanda,

All of these have very strong African ties,

but the Amer-Indian influence is seen as well.
Inherent in the name Umbanda lies a wealth of African legends
and the basic premise known as the law of universal equilibrium.

The

term Umbanda, according to its followers, comes from an ancient
language called Palli.

A version of the fall of man finds its way into

the history of this religion.

God created Adema and Eva and set a

boundary about them over which they must not step.

They decided to

disobey, and when they were in the act of stepping across the boundary
a voice from heaven pronounced the following judgment, "Turim Evei,
Tumim Umbanda, Darmos."
you your destiny.

(Translated "By order of God, it is given to

Multiply, and because you have transgressed your

commandments you will have successive reincarnations for the perfecting
of the soul lllltil you regain the Kingdom of lllory.

It is come down on

the face of the earth the light of Umbanda.")l 2
The following chart will illustrate:
The Law Of Universal Equilibrium
Positive Pole

Negative Pole

God is the incarnation of
all good and beautiful.

Satan is the incarnation of
all that is evil.

'

'

.

Masculine Pole

Feminine Pole

Um (meaning one)

Banda (opposing sides)
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Adherents to Umba.nda believe that Lucifer vas cast down from
the presence of God to the land surrounding Eden, the land of the Exu.
And it was from there that he formed his courts, invaded Eden, and
dominated the earth.
Two kingdoms are presented by Umbanda:
OBATALA.
Kingdom of God
Father - Son - Holy Spirit
COURr OF OXAI.A

SAtURN

Jesus Christ

sr.

J

COURT OF OXUM

CO URI' OF gr. GABRIEL

Holy Ma.cy

Archangel

THE BAPTIS!

Venus

Mercurl

Pro;ehets

COURT OF

JOHN

u

p

I
T
E

R
COUR.r OF

sr.

RAFAEL

s

u

COURT OF
ANGELS AND SERA.PHDI

COURt' OF

sr.

MICHAEL

N

Archangel

Moon

Archangel

COURI' OF ARU.ANDA
Seven Lines of Umbanda
The second kingdom ie that of the people of
Lucifer.

He commands the seven lines of agents of evil which are

composed of forty-nine chief Exus.

Exus.

Exu whose king is

These in turn head up ranks. of

K
A

R

s
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LUCIFER ... CHIEF

PUr SATANAKIA -

AGALIERAPS -

E:x:a Marabo

Exu Mangueira

BEELZEBUTH -

I.SCHl'A.ROTH - EIU-KmG
OF THE

Exu-Mor

SEVm CROSSWAYS

TARCHD!ACHE - E:x:u Tranca Ru.a.s

FLERUTY - Exu T iriri

SAGATHANA. - Em Veludo

NESBIROS - Exu of Rivers

SYR!CH - EIU CALUNGA - GNOMO - CALUNGUJNHA

BECHARD - Exu of the Wl.nds
FRD!Osr - Exu Break A Branch
KLEPOTH - Exu Pomba Gira (Wife of seven Exus)
KHIL - Exu of the Seven Rapids
MERIFIID - Exu of the Seven Crosses
CLISTHERET - Em of the Trunk
SILCHARDE - Exu of the Seven Dusts
SEGAL - Exu of the Whirling World
HICPACTH - Exu of the Jungle
HUMOT S - Exu of Seven Rocks
FRUCISSIERE - Exu of Cemeteries
GULAND - Exu Bat
SURGAT - Em of Seven Doors.
MORAIL - Exu of Seven Shadows
FRUT IMimE - Exu Block All
CLAUNECH - Exu of Black Rock
MUSIFlN - E:xu of the Black Cape
HUICTOGAR.A.S - E.xu Maraba
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It is interesting to note that four of the top five potentates in
the chart of the Exu are to be found among the fallen angels listed in
Gustav Davidson's A DICTIONARY OF ANGELS.
Umbanda is characterized by its own groups of spirits which
nUlllber four.

They are:

Velho Pretos (Old Blacks) .. spirits of de-

parted slaves; Caboclos - spirits of witch doctors or powerful chiefs
from among the Brazilian Indian tribes; Orixas - A.frican deities or demons; and Wandering Spirits - the spirits of the dead.
The Umbanda sessions are constructed aro1md drums and whirling
type dances.
good.

They claim to contact spirits only for the working of

For this it is called "white magic" by its adherents.
Umbandan doctrine can be summarized in a set of principles si:llli-

lar to those presented in Kardecism:
1. God is the supreme being.

He was not created.

He had no

beginning and no end.
2. The soul or spirit of man had its beginning in divine love and
this is its goal, to return to the breast of God •

.3. The spirit of man reincarnates in this or other worlds as
many times as is needed to reach the degree of perfection
necessary to reintegrate in the absolute and supreme being
.from which it originated.

4.

The spirit, while disembodied, can liS.Ilifest itself and communicate with man as it finds vehicles (mediums) which are able
to perform this function.

5.

There is a law of cause and effect, the law of Karma, which
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teaches that all the good or all the evil sown by man will be
reaped by him in successive reincarnations.

6. All religions of the world are necessary to the work of God
and the evolution of human beings.

7. Onl:y as souls are spread among the different worlds of God :·
can the supreme intelligence of the One in all be integrated.
From Umbanda we move to a quick look at two more Spiritist
groups prominent in Brazil.

They are Quimbanda and Candomble.

The term Quilllbanda COiles from the Bantu lanquage and in its
original form was a combination of two words:
Banda, meaning side or place.
or forces of evil.

Killl, meaning demon and

It is translated as meaning god of evil

For the most part, Quimbanda is composed of

elements who have evil as their main design.

The practice of vengeance

is a major factor in Quimbanda, and the gods listed in the theogony of
Umbanda as being of the earth group are invoked in the rituals of
Quimbanda.

Secret designs, amulets, fetishes, and encantations are an

integral part of the Quilllbandan ritual.
In the state of Bahia, Brazil, there emerged another form of

Spiritism which claims to be a religion rather than a philosophy or
science.
dress.

It is Candomble.

It is primarily African in its ritual and

Its deities are called Orixas or Voduns, and they are looked

upon as protectors of human beings.
There are several sociological factors which have contributed to
the recent rapid growth of these forms of Spiritism.

Harmon A.

Johnson in his excellent work on Umbanda cites these factors as:
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(1) anomie, (2) use of laymen, (3) personal commitment. 1 3
Spiritism, especially Umbanda, provides a support!ve social
context for many people who have not been able to find this support in
established religions of Christianity.

Social status or wealth are

not the basis for acceptance, so virtually anyone can move to a position of prominence in the ranks of Spiritists.
The use of laymen is of •uch importance in the Spiritists ranks.
In traditional Brazilian religions leadership and ministry have been

performed mostly by trained clergy, i.e., priests or pastors.

The

potential for prestige and the potential for strong and imaginative
leadership from lay members is a very real factor in the Spiritists'
growth.
Unlike Christianity, Spiritists are not evangelistic, i.e., they
do not share their faith in an attempt to make converts.

They are not

exclusive; to the contrary, they are tolerant and embrace almost any
person who wishes to align with them.l4
With such growth and potential to cross denominational er traditional Christian boundaries, Spiritism is a very real threat to the
Christian COIIllllunity of Brazil.

There is much that can and must be

done to prepare both the foreign missionaries who serve in Brazil, and
the leaders of Brazilian Christian communities to meet this challenge.
Before anything else, God's people must be awakened to the dangers
of Spiritism.

Brazil sounds like a place distant from the United States

and Canada, and it is, but recent movements have brought Spiritism in
full force to our own doorstep.

Last year hundreds of thousands of
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Cubans and Haitians and West Indians were imported to this comtry,
and there can be no doubt that some forms of voodoo and Spiritism have
been brought with them, thus increasing its power here.
and we must be awakened to its danger to Christians.

It is here

All attempts by

Satan are suited to the psychological and social make-up of his
intended victims.
and uncivilized.

To the crude and uncivilized, his methods are crude
To the affluent, sophisticated and civilized, his

methods will be under the guise of philosophical sophistication or
science.

These attacks are as powerful as Satan himself.

To help one see the reality and danger of Spiritism, Biblical
terms should be used to describe its activities.
for thoughts, used to convey ideas.

Words are symbols

One word can bring to mind a

mental picture or even cause a physical reaction.

Scientific terms

used to describe Spiritist activities have seemingly removed the taboo
from them.

It is important that we call spirit activity by its

Biblical name - demon activity - rather than its scientific name of
para-psychological phenomena.

Kardecism calls the doctrine of reincar-

nation the plurality of existence.

The Bible calls it necromancy, or

consorting with familiar spirits.

Using Biblical terms helps us iden-

tify these practices as what they are and shows the Biblical teaching
on the subject.
recognize.

Animism, when properly identified is easier to

It is the same as idolatry.

Proper terminology is essen-

tial if Christians are to be alerted against the demonic activity of'
Spiritism and the divine displeasure connected with it.
We have not been left alone to face the powers of' darkness with-
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out a solid defens.e.
weapons we have.
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In Ephesians 6 we are advised of the armor and

Paul says we are to "be strong in the Lord." This

reveals both the power and source of Christian protection.

Any

defense against Satan must be founded upon and hidden in the Lord
Himself.
Biblical defenses must be set up in several areas.
includeJ

These

the home, the church, and Bible colleges and seminaries.

The first human institution established by God vas that of the
home.

There are four basic things the home can do to strengthen

itself to meet the challenge of Spiritism, whether it be in the
United States or abroadz
1.

Knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ as Saviour is first and
foremost.

An unsaved member of the family is a weak spot

in the defenses.

2.

There must be a recognition of the priesthood of the believer
with the father taking the lead in spiritual training in the
home.

3. Acceptance of Biblical authority will help each family
member find his or her place, thus closing up unprotected
areas.

4.

Individual and family prayer will strengthen the family unit,
giving power to each member.

The second area of defense is that of the local church.

In

Latin America, special care must be taken to prevent Spiritism from
infiltrating the ranks.

Even as idolatrous practices cropped up in
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the primitive churches in Asia Minor, the practices of Spiritism seek
to raise their head in Latin American churches today.

Knowledge of

where Spiritism departs from Biblical teaching is mandatory.
This brings us to the third area where defenses must be set up training centers for Christian leadership.

In our Bible colleges and

seminaries, training consists of basic Bible knowledge, theology,
music, speech and some language, but that which is encountered in the
field of service is often something for which the leader was not
prepared.

The area of animism and demonology is blatantly neglected.

If, as Paul says, our barttle is not "against flesh and blood," then

we should be preparing for the battle that is at hand - the spiritual

battle.
There are several things which might be worked into any already
existing three year program for the preparation of Christian workers.
They may be taught in conjunction with or as a part of several subjects
already included in the curriculum.
First year -The goal should be that of making the student aware that
demonic activity actually exists. Two things will help
accomplish this goals

(1) Exposition of Biblical passages

in the New Testament which deal with the subject of
demonology; and (2) Comparison of these New Testament
examples with modern examples drawn from knowledgeable
Christians or available literature.
Second year- Emphasis should be placed on deepening the students'
knowledge of the origin, extention, and methods of demonic
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activity.

Areas of study should include pneuma.tology,

angelology, and false cults.
Third yea.r - During this third yea.r emphasis should be upon recognition
of demonic activity and its remedy.

Dr. Kurt Koch's works

on this subject are valuable tools.

He points out eight

signs to be alert for in dealing with demonic activity.l5
Braeilian Spiritism, like any other form of demonic activity is
a. danger which cannot be ignored.

It is entwined with the cultural

fibers of the Brazilian people and very much a part of the everyday
life of that country of over 120 million souls.

Sa.tan ha.s truly made

himself a. "man for a.ll seasons" appealing to every layer of the social
strata.

This is an area of our present, real world which must be

seriously addressed.

Our prayer is that God might help us recognize

Spiritism for what it is and prepare us to meet its challenge in this
present age.
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